Recruiting and Retention FAQs
Q: When I look at the ARL Report I see “NC” in the Chapter column – what does it mean?

A: These Members have indicated that they wish “No Contact” from GWRRA. This is similar to
the “Do Not Call” list. These Members do not wish to have their privacy disturbed so do not call
them when working on the ARL reports.

Q: When I look at the ARL Reports I sometimes see “Who”, “Who?”, “Who@” or something
similar. In the Fname column. What does this mean?

A: This means that Home Office could not make out the person’s First Name (Fname) on their
application. The solution to this is for the Member to contact Customer Service at Home Office
and provide the needed information.

Q: Looking at the ARL Report, why do people in another state show up in my report??

A: Usually these folks have:
a) at one time requested that their Membership be “Locked” to a particular Chapter for
some reason, or
b) these folsk may live near a state boundary and the Chapter in the “other” state is
actually closer for them

Q: Looking at the ARL Report I see an “X” in the Chp_Ovr column. What is that?

A: These folks have requested that their Chapter affiliation be “Locked” or “Overridden” so that
their Chapter affiliation remains with a specific Chapter regardless of the ZIP Code assignment.

Q: What does “UA” mean in the Chapter column of the ARL Report?

A: The “UA” code in th Chapter column statnds for “UnAssigned”. This means that the
Member’s ZIP/Postal Code is not linked or assigned to any GWRRA Chapter. The Chapter and
District MECs should periodically review the list of in the ”Unassigned ZIP Code” tab of the ARL
report, select a Chapter near the ZIP/Postal Code (40 miles or 64 Km) and request that the ZIP
Code be assigned to that Chapter.

